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Kristal Wick shows how to 
make a unique souvenir 
pendant by customizing it 
with flat-back crystals and 
punching a hole in a 
souvenir pressed penny in 
order to dangle it from the 
pendant. 
 

  
For more information visit: 

 

 
 

www.eksuccessbrands.com/createyourstylewithswarovskielements 
 
 

  

HEADS OR TAILS (PENNY) SEGMENT 
 KRISTAL WICK 

Kristal Wick shows how to make a unique souvenir pendant. First, customize a pendant with flatback crystals. 
Then, punch a hole in a souvenir pressed penny and dangle it from the pendant. Hang the pendant on a crystal 
beaded necklace for a sweet reminder from your trip. (also make penny chain necklace to wear)  
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Materials needed 
Flattened penny 
Metal hole punch 
18 in. chain 
2 in. chain 
toggle 
2 copper spacers 
large copper jump ring 
mini penny 
headpin 
2 spacers 
6mm copper round crystal 
“Just add Crystal” focal piece 
25 – 5mm copper flat backs 
16 – 3mm Colorado topaz flatbacks 
glue 
 
Tools 
Wire cutter 
Round nose pliers 
Chain nose pliers 
Tweezers 
Toothpicks 
 
Instructions 

1. Glue flatbacks onto focal piece according to diagram on packaging or do your own thing. 
2. Punch hole in penny. 
3. Hook penny to small length of chain using a jumpring and spacers. 
4. Slide large length of chain through focal backs bail. 
5. Attach penny chain to focal back bail by opening the last chain link. 
6. Add toggle to end of large chain by opening the last link. 
7. Add toggle bar to other end of large chain by opening the last link. 
8. Make a dangle by stringing a spacer, crystal and spacer onto headpin and make a small simple loop. 
9. Connect dangle loop to mini penny. 
10. Open one of the chain links and add mini penny, close link. 
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